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DISSEMINATION OF ELECTION RETURNS INF

THE NEWS ELECTION SERVICE DURING ELECTI

4
Franklin argued that the "crucial role" of the ele tioi process in

American society has resulted 'in considerable regulation fo fairness

and that some of these impinge on freedom of'communication He points ?

I

\to,federal legislation as early as 1927 which regplated eq \acCess to

the electronic media y candidates,despitethe protests of.some

'0broadcast

joillinalists. Theie is, however, concern today about Media

dissemination of election returns and projections, and their of Actso

upon voting behavior, such as national television and.radio repo 4ng of

East Coast returns before polls close in West Coast'states. .The p blic

concern reflected over the projections and concessions made in the X980
4

general election underline this point. There is great disagreement over

the potential and real effects.of election projections and rapid

election re urns dissemination on maj4of as well as less important

regional elections.2

. 'In the past two decades, election returns dissemination by the mass

media has become increasingly sophisticated. Returns across the nation

are being collected,
t

counted, and reported m ord-quickly and more

completely than ever before with the aid of improving communAtations

channels. This is exemplified by increased capacity long distance

telephone systems and higher quality intriz. and,inter-computet

communication. Faster and more faelfe analytical.hardware and

software systems are available as well.

A major turning pointin election reporting occurred in 1964. It

was a landmark year for election returns dissemination for at least

4
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three easons: First, it was a. year of increased speed in collecting

. - ., .

4

Anational returns by the networks and wire services.. It was a year in

which the increased speed lea to more emphasis on election night

analysis of returns. Second, 1964 was the year the networks established

permanent, yearround network election units. And third, 1964 marked

establishment of an organization which represented a cooperative effort

by the three major networks and two major wire services to pool

resources and collect one set of returns for the nation. 3
The

Associated Press, ABC News, CBS News, NBC News, and United Press

International formed a consortium called the News Election Service.
a

Since that election, the organization ha's served its sponsors through

all major elections involving` national and statewide races.

The new organization revolutionized election coverage. .'Bohn notes.

that in 1960, for example', the major newsorganizations in New York

N_,

Iabulate4.about 46 million votes by 1:30 a.m. election night. At the1

same point in tabulation in 1964, he said the new organizatioi had

0 collected 60 million votes.

Only,a few masg'communications scholars have concerned themselves

with the process or election coverage. The process has serious

implications for content of the mass media and performance of government

on election nightand the
6

days immediately preceding ag lection.
4

The News-Elect n Service remains, as Time Magazinehas

characterized it, ittleknown agency;" but is perhaps tie single

most important nonofficial election organization in thelorld. 5
While

its work is often overshadowed by attention .given projections generat6d

through exitpolling and other procedures developed by the polling and

elections units of the networks, its work remains highly significant

. t
.



since it is the system by, hish ATerican citizens learn who their new

'leaders will be prior to an ouncement of the official tabulations in

December%

Even with the changing n wS reporting emphasis from vote counting

3

to vote an4ysis that
(

began in 1964, the vote itself still remains a

high priority of the major news organizations. Pepper found that during.

the 1972 election that commentat rss/summaries of returns generated for

.28 to 36 percent of the content election nAht network programming.

Analysis and'discussions during 102 ele)Ction, with one of the

widest pargins for any incumbent, mained a distant third on the list

**of network content. 'Candidate spee es and reports from candidates'

headquarters surpassed commentator a - lysis, but still did' not provide .

the major thrust of the content of th= program.

Prior to 1964, the nation depende upon the-major wire.gervices,

the Associated Press and United Press International, for complete vote
4f3o

reporting-from every precinct and ward i thd nation. The wire services

depended upo thvir various bureaus Acros the country as well as their

member newspapers and broadcast stations returns. Bohn,obserVed

that the wire services proyided returns for adio stations inmtheir

coverage of-the 1924 election, and by 1928 A ociated Press, United

Press and the International News Service had ganizad an'eatimated

100,000 persons 6 report returns.
7

Emphasis b the broadcast media had

continued to grow so that in 1944-the_networks rst.pre- empted all

normal programming o?election night, to devote -at ention to'election%

returns tabulation: Just as the creation of.NES b oughtincreased
2,*

attention to analysis, the commitment to full-time overage or. election

6
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night in 1944 turned more attention toward analysis and provided more

time for presentation of returns.
8

Since the decision by the networks and wire services in mid-1964 to

pool resources, the nation has had only one organization to provide

returns of presidental elections. Fang points out that "(d)espfte thd

electronics,askills of psephological communication rest on a

0

relationship as old as the Republic It is the relationship of the vote

1

.

,

counter and the vote reporter."9 The Ness Election Service has taken on
..__./. .

this responsibility of organiz) ing the complex network of individuals and

technology to bring the returns to the electorate within'hours of polls

closing. -

Brownised Hain labeled the News Election Service a "unique" system

of data gathering for our national elections, noting this organization .1

also makes important decisions on which candidates will be covered and

"how well" by the national media.
10

they wrote:

On election night in the United Sfates, interested
obgerverscan follow the` vote ieturns on any local radio or
television station,and can Check that vote count in the next
morning's newspaper. Few citizens realize, despife occasional
references to the News Election'Service,-that the basic vote
totals for president, Congress, and governor presented by all
three networks and the two wire services oylginate from a

. single source: the News Election Service.
4

Research Questions

Because of the importance .of political information dissemination;

this paper addresses the purposes and practices of the News Electi9,11

Service, In looking closely at NES operation during 1980, this paper

/16

d

will attempt to answer the following research questions:

(1) Whis the structural organization of NES and how does this

enhance or inhibit dissemination of information? ,

7
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(2) 'Specifically, how were election returns disseminated to the

eleciorateon election night 1980?
0

(3) How accurate were election returns reported by the networks

'1and wire ser1.4,ces on election night L980?

(4) What is' the potential impact of the News Election ServiCe on

the'electoral process?
(

` Method

Data.collected in this study were primhrily gathered through

4

/ participant observation. The participant as observer has been widely

used as a social science research method and is widely documented in the
,

literature:
12

Field research for-lels study was conducted il-the NES

Midwest Area and in the State of Wisconsin office of NES. Research was

conducted throughout the fall presidential campaignIperiod, culminating

with post7election NES activities in New York City and in Milwaukee.

. Furthermore, extensive semi-structured interviet.ie were conducted

P 'weft NES tanagers and executive's durift the fall tin 19.1*aukee? Chicago;4, It,
and New York. ,These interviews were used both to -Validate observational

datkand to generate additional data for the discussion which follows.

Finally, the investigator also was permitted to review various repoits

and documents produced by the News Election Service for its.members and
.

managers. This further validated data gtitred in Observation and

interviewing.

in Milwaukee,

1980, and at

in November:

AF

The research was Conducted at the Wisconsin state office

at the natipnal manager's conferenceiii Chicago in August

theanational center for election reporting in New York City

4

5
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Purpose, Goals and Governance of NES
. ,

The News Election Service 011governed by a boaAl.of one

4-

6

representa tive from each of the p artners. Since each organization is

equal partner, each contributes onefifth of the annuhD.costs /tqf the

operatioy. The board has .set the NES purpose to "collect, tabulate, and

distribute to its members a single, accurate set of totals for

President, U.S.Senate, Governor, and U.S. Representative from all 50

states and the District of Columbia. lnesidential years, NES also

reports presidential primaries. "13 Goals for 1980 were not easy ones to

reach with 34 senate races, 13 gubernatorial races, and all 435 House

seati.on the ballot in addition to the presidential race. The task was'

reduced somewhat by NES policy not to tabulate uncontested races or

"candidates below the major party level" which are judged unworthy of

0 attention. 14

A report prepared for ad hoc staff which worked election night

stated that NES operat4s on this rationale:

When the polls close in a given state,,the election is
over and decided. We are attempting to unlock the secret of
who on in the races of national interest just as soon as
possible becaust the people want to know. The speed with
which the system works refle&ts the, desires of the five
companitg to report a swift, accurate set of numbers to the
public,

because there' is no election office or electiA-,-officials on the
I

national level to rapidly release returns and because of delays in

,learning official zeturhs from the states, NES has.becomeithe unofficial

returns source for the world. Cognizant of this, the board has

instructed the NES staff to go to whatever lengths are-required to

achieve the fastest dobt accurate numbers possible. The Board of

Managers directed ,a permanent staff headquartered in New York City just

4
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block 'from the offices of the companies which'support the organization.

The permanent staff is responsible for carrXing out the wishes of the
, . 4 .
board. An executive director repd'As to on activities of NES.

hWorking for theoexecutive director are a'dire tor of operations, and
)

.
.

. 4 .
approximately a dozen other full-time staff members. Assisting the

..'4dir4tor of operations are area managers, who supervise return
.

c
collection in their regions of the nation. Each area manager supervises

state managers of approximately ten states.

Each state manager sets up his or her own office and recruits staff

for administration at the state'level. The state manager will be given

a budget, the size dependent upon the state and its reOting needs. In

\-Wisconsin, for example, sufficient staff was hired to open an office

during usual business hours Monday throu'gh Friday'from L4bor Day through

'election day. 0 r state offices are formally opened ovdi longer

'periods and employ more individuals. Often, work is completed with

partlp.me assistance from students or similar groups.-

Election Day/Night Preparations

The Majority.of News Election Seivice

I

s completed long keford
T

the returns begin to be reported to the nation. Months before the )

f.\
election, decisions are made which will influence the returns which

reach the screens and newspapers at home. Prior to a November general

section; NES executives, area managers, state-managers, and permanent..
staff gather to discuss the system in detail and work oft anticipated

4
problems in regions or individual Fates. After initial planning, a

meeting is held in August .Fith. lectures, demonstrations; and small g oup

discussion's. Also during the sumTer months,.state and area
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managits meet with various civic,groups whiCh will serve as tep-orterS on

electiqg night to'recruit large scale assistance. In some states,
. :

public officials, such as County auditors or
.

county clerks, are also

recruited. 1,It is important that arrangements be made early Since so

many individuals are required. Services are provided under cont:tactual

agreement.

Meetings are held between state and area managers on locatiOtNo
6

i work out financial arrangements and other budgetary. considerations for
NN /

1. C . .

.N, the fall effort in the late slimmer. By Labor Day managers at the state
.1

level are prepared to organize their states for !reportineat three

different levels.
e .

Reporters and'the Reporting System

the NES System is labor', intensive. Without people, it could not

work. While the system.is dependent upon sophisticated computers, the

information s cb1.1.pcted by reporters in the field on election night.'

NES has used approximately 1-15,000-125,000 persons on election night in

recent major elections in attempts to obtain complete precinct-level and

cbuntry-level vote reporting. This points to the importance of the

state managers, who recruit coverage for each of the precincts in their

states. In the Midwest, for example, Wisconsin required .coverage in.

about 3,500 precinct's, Illinois covered approximately 4,000 wards, and

-Minnesota covered about 3,000 wards.
17

Pretinct.reporters are normally recruited from civic groups, d.

service organizations, or those persons who wish to particiPte in some

fashion in the, political process beyond voting. Group whiCh regularly \

assist NES include the various local chapters of the League of Women

1
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Voters,- high scto61 wlclasses, a groups of college students. Those -,t t
..,-

-- .

. .

individuals reporting ,at the precintt/ward level are assigned an'

indiVidual toting unit ax d expected-to be' present when the voting

machines, boxes, or, other vote Counting devices are opened. The
e . A ,

precinct reporter's only responsibility to,NES is fo telephone the4 I

iq.SUlt to the regional centers in heir part of the country. le Theete

.

_

t.\

persons may:also be asked to telephoneloationso'ther than 4 regional,
.

center, bUt their efforts twally reciUire le-ss than an hour and provide
. .

.

N NES with an early first wave of'returns:during election night as.polls.
t

close.
19

NES actually counts the votes twice. The ward/precinct reporters
1

form.a.frfse level of the reporting. 'While it d..the fastest, level of

reporting, it is not the most complete. For complete returns, the.

system depends on its second line of reportefs at the county level.L.
Mile it is impossible in many states to achieve complete precinct

coverage, it is necessary,fot state managers to recruit reliable

reporters, to-ork from county election officials' offices to report

, directly, to the national tabulation center in New Yorjc with,cumulatIve

returns throughout the night until their county is 100 percent complete
1

on returns and the returns have been vetifi-ed as accurate.

After the first wave.of calls from the precinct or yard level has

been completed--most arcade within h first hbui after polls

3-
close--the cumulative totals gathered rom the same precincts by the

county election Official begin to catch up, with the preciAtt totals in

the NES computers at regional centers (and at the ational center).

Once a county's percentage of-precincts reporting is.greaterf/pm the

countyreporter,.the ward returns are overridden by-the computer in
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favor of the county returns. Thus, percentage of-waTis rep in in a

county is the determining factor--and users benefit by having the

highest of the two totals rep rted on teletype printers.

While this might seem lik a secure reporting system; it is not

1

sufficient in view of NES.-
' ird level back-up system is maintained

in case of problems experien ed y the national center computers (which

contain the original ounty 1 vel,datei) or the regional computers (which

10

originate the ward/precinct 1 vet data and transmit it through

intra-computer channels to th'd national center). This third level--

system is maintained in each tate.

The base for the national system backup is a group of "pools" which

are created on the state level.! "These in-state pools are actually inde-
Vag%

Andent tabulations in each state focusing on the leading races on the

ballot: At times, when a pool arrangement is.not possible, NES will set

up its own third level reporting system. 'Pools tabulate races at the

statewide level for all state races end tabulate district totals for

U.S. HOuse of Representative races in each state. The backup system is

also required to provide NEStireports for individual counties for

i

.

-
. (

these races at the State level. As
)

a protective procedure throughout
I.

election night, these-third level returns, which are tabulated by

on-site computer systems for the state pool, are reported as of en as

theyfire produced by at? individual representing NES in the state pool

Center to the naiiional center in New York. However, only state and

district totals are reported to New York; county totals remain at the-

state level and serve as a check against NES totals being received\by

'the state pool.. State pools are often operated by the state bureaus of

the wire services, either as a solo or joint effort. In Wisconsin, for

\.



_example, the pool was created by AP and UPI state bureaus with NES

buying in with a share of the pool operating expenses. Pool coverage

more often .than not includes state and area races which are not reported

by the first two NES levels.. These races include stateraces below,

governor, sucii, as other state offices, referenda, and other more local

matters. NES contracts with pool coordinators for shares of expenses on

a per state

As Brown and ilain point out, the stale pools are nno as well funded
4

and lack the-expertise of NES in repotting the returns. This, Brown and

Hain argue, make the state pools slower on .election night. "The

pre-existing ad hoc state ele&lon organizations, then, were not

displaced by NES bdt were relieved of some of the .pressure for quick

totals. Most work closely with NES in a supportive function."20

Transmission of Election Night Returns

After reporters have done their jobs, activity becomes intensified

in the state, regional, and national centers.. Reports are provided to

membe every few minutes beginning moments after the polls close until

the state is completely reported in each county or zarish. While the

largest number of returns are counted before most citizens retire for

the evening, the counting continues throughout the night. States begin

to complete their tabulations by early morning on Wednesday and most

statds across the nation are completed by thesafternoon of the de-after

the election. Because.of complications, such as dommunication system

breakdowns, transportation probletms, local election laws, and other

similar delays, some counties may not be 100 percent complete for

several days after the election. These instances, fortunately, are

A

14
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rare, and many states'become complete by noon after the election. In

several Midwestern states, for example, returns were 100 'percent

complete in time to meet the mid -.and late-morning deadlines of the

afternoon daily newspapers on Wednesday.

Most of. the mass media receive returns through the wire services.

Some local stations will ptirchase a direct teletype connection from NES

and stay ahead of stations which do not,
21

but most depend on the

information over their national and state AP and UPI wire services.

The wire services)receive returns from ttie state bureaus and the

national bureaus which are given the returns by NES directly by

teletype. Months before the election, arrangements are made for

installation of telephone lines for these teletype services. 22
The NES

1.

'system utliizes 1,200 word-per-minute AT&T Model 40 teletype receivers,

with several states assigned to a circuit. 23
Summaries of 'returns

\

during the evening are ransmitted for in-state use and for national

member°use. The NES national center is connecte&to the New York

offices of the five members by special circuits. The national center,is

eparately connected to the state offices in the priority order of

esident, U.S. Senate, Governor, and U.S. Representative. Statewide

t tals are transmitted each five minutes, if they have changed, and

House totals, are transmitted every ten minutes, if updates have been
\ e/

reported.

ES reports county-by-county totals for each of the four major
A

races The single exception is the House district which falls entirely

withine

\

county, such as in many metropolitan areas. These

county4 -county totals are offered Avery fifteen minutes, varying

'-'accordin tp the number cri counties in a state and the demand on the
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circuit. There are exceptions. In New England, rep9rts are filed by

city and town instead of county. This affects the frequency of

townbytown reports, since there are hundreds of cities,and towns in

any state in New England. 24
Samples of these reporting to les are

NI

provided in the appendix. At the precinct level, NES report about

twothirds of all precints, with some assistance from pools in five

states.
25

At the county level, all precincts are reported before NES's
g'4

job is complete. ,Throughout the night, the printed.output informs

-members just what proportions of the returns are in at a given time.

Computer tabulation of the returns is completed under the direction

of an NES system4, manager, who supervises data processing and analysis.

The 1980 election system employed, twin IBM 370stiystems, with each

Brogrammed separately in case of failure of the primary systeM. The

systems receive identical data input throughout election night in the

national center.

Election Data, Processing

How does the set of returns from 'a precinct in Fayette County,

Kentucky, for example, Wind up in the national center? It requires

first that_reportvs be in place at the precinct and at the county ,

electicins Office when the voting machines are opened.

When the returns are made available by the polling site official,

the NES reporter immediately telephones the regional center with the

"figures. These totals are then processed into the regional computer

system (in this case in Cincinnati) and the returns are then

electronically forwarded to New Yoik. Later in the evening, when the

precinct official reports to the county _level, returns are added to
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county totals. On a regular basis during the evening, the county

election official will announce totals to the medidirepresepteives,

.such as the NES county lvel reporter, who telephoAes the updated county
r

totals to the national center in New York.

At the national center, the county reporter has been given a

special telephone rotary number to reach telephone clerks who are

assigned to- ,dandle only reports from at particular state. These clerks

record the figuies on special forms, check them, and submit them to a

data entry poinejin the center. Runners take the forms to operators who

keypunch data into the system. The forms then return' to the state

manager, who has hem filed. Output is teletyped to state centers,

national members in New York, and the state manager's,desk at the

national center.

System Safeguards

The first defense against system error is the parameter data base.

Early in the fall, state managers contact election officials in each

county of their respective states by telephollsAnd mail to determine the

fatest information about vote registration, anticipated turnout, thi

current precinct alignments, opening and closing times of polls, returns

availability onfection night, and other related data. This is
4,

ordinarily done through a mail survey questionnaire with follow-up

telephone interviewing. TheS\e parameters the number of precincts and

voter registration are programme4 by the national center as a quality

control. If a report, for example, is too large for a precinct because

a reporter or clerk haattransposeddigits, the computer will not accept

the wort because of tht parameter data. A state manager or area

17
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leg
manager must verify error reports as accurate before the system will be

overridden in favor of the report.
26

Vote total drops, since county

reports are cumulative, also cause error messages. The state manager

beats total responsibility for ascertainment of accuracy of reports and

is frequently ih contact with county auditors and county4tlerks at hoMe

to check totals.

The state(mapager receives considerable help in tracking errors.

His or her area manager will often call upon their experience in Yudging

situations not easily solved. Furthermore, a completely separate set of

individuals working in the national 'center, calied error editors, often

provide the most important help. These individuals are assigned to take

all computer error messages from their,, ssigned state and interpret them

tlt attempt.to solve them without involving the state manager. Often,

mechanical errors, for example, are caugh t and corrected. These

individuals work closely with the managers to resolve problems ah as

parameter violations.

Two other individuals assisting the seite,,manager are headquartered

at the state center. These individuals are tikpolitical editor and the

state center coordinator. The sole job of the political editor is to

review output for aberrations. An astute political editor can spot

'changes intotali and point them out to the state' manager and prevent

erroneous reports going undetected for long periods at a county level Aa

which may affect the leader in a close race. Ahe state coordinator is

normally an experienced political reporter, with backgrc5tind in previous
44

1elections and a familiarity with voting patterns in the state. His work

(\\with the pool manager and the political editor helps to resolve local

problems.

I
-1
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The teletype system is thoroughly checked/,in October to make

'certain-circuits are prepared and printers operating. Installations of

equipment begin in early October and testing occurs in mid October on

Tuesdays ('and Thufsdays at a regular hour. Testing is conducted daily

during the last full week prior to the election..

A full system rehearsal is scheduled on the S4tuiday prior to,the

election to reduce human error. ,State managers arrive in the national

center a day'or two prior to the rehearsal for briefings and orientation

sessions and to prepare for the rehearsal. Hundreds of New York area

.college students arrive on Saturday to learn procedures for their

election night positions as telephone clerks, runners, and other

assistants in the center. Supervisorsare briefed. County reporters in

all counties of all states have been instructed by mail and telephone'

and are paid to participate in the rehearsal. These reporters have been

given instructions to telephone twice at iScheduled times with artificial

data to test the system. As it would work an election night, the

rehearsal, gives all individuals involved,a chance to learn their jobs

without making costly errors on election night. While the national

center is busy the entire day, an individual state will rehearse for
,

about two hours. Afterward,

of c arks and assistants and

fail d to participate in the

'to be

the state manager debriefs his or her staff

then telephones all county reporters who

rehearsal or had other problems which need
4

solved. The trouble-shooting should be completed by early

Tuesday--giving themanagei about 48,to 72 hours to solve last-minute

problems. Precinct. /ward revel reporters are the only individuals not

. particip4ing in the rehearsal. State centers are also checked by the

I

-state gar's designatectstate center coordinator. 'During the same

a
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weekend the national center is rehearsing, computer systems for the
.10

state pools are tested for problems. By Tuesday, all problems should be

solved and the system will be ready for the returns, which begin to come

in from eastern states with the "earliest closings of-polZe27

"Unofficial" Returns and Their Accuracy

NES strives for totally accurate reporting of the night's returns.'

But because of numerous possible sources of error, including those

originating in the offices of election officials of the various counties

which remain undetected until days after the election, the NES figure
15,

are not always the same as the figures released by the state electio

board, commission, secretary of state, or other official'source. A look

at one state may serve as an indicator, however.

In Wisconsin, where NES reported races for President, U.S. Senate,

and nine races for U.S. House, official figures were reported in late

November. 1980. Table I indicates the statewide variations in the 11

uraces which,ranged from 0.00004 percent to 0,083 percent for 23 major

candidates in the 11 races.

Insert Table 1 about here

a

Errors originating at the source of the election returns are often

the most difficultIto detect and correct. During the tabulation of:the

41. $

O
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TABLE,1

COMPARISON OF OFFICIAL AND NES RETURNS IN WISCONSIN

.

Race, Candidates Final NES Official Difference,

President
Carter '
Reagan
Anderson

988,255 981,584 +0.006%
1,089,750 1,088, +0.0008

159,793 160,657. -0.005

U.S. Senate
Kasten 1,101,669 . 1,106,311. 1-0.004
Nelson 1,061,899, 1,065,487 -0.003

U.S. House District 1
Asp in

Canary
126,331

95;960
126,222

96,047
+0.0009

. -0.000T

U.S.House District 2
Kastenmeier 142,031 142,037
Wright 119,435 119,514

U.S. House District 3
Baldus 1361,797 126,859 L.

Gunderson 131,581 132;001

U.S. House District 4
Zablbcki 144,572 f46,437 °

Honadel 60,578 61,027. ...

U.S. House District 5' ,

Reuss
. 129,509 129,57,4

Bathke 37,36'6 34,267
2 4

U.S. House District eo=.

Goyke 98,616 98,628
Petri 143,992 442,980

U.S. House District 7
Obev
Vesta

162,410'
89,134

164,340

89,475

U.S. House.District 8
Monfils 81,474' 81,043
Roth 169,296 169,664,

U.S. House District 9
Benedict 56,040 56,838
Sensenbrenner 204,972 206,227

e .

-0.00004
-P.0007

-0.0005
-6.003

-0.013
-0.007

-0.0005
+0.083

-0.0001
+0.00008

-0.01L

-0.004

+0.005

-0.002 -

-0.014
-0.006

Sodrces: News Election.Service data, November 5, 1980, and the
Wisconsin State EleCtion Board, Madison.

0
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returns o U.S.,Senate race in Wisconsin between incumbent Gaylord
4

Nelson and Robert Kasten, the eventual winner, for example, an error ults

detected in the DaneCounty Clerk's office which actually swung the race

from Nelson to Kasten. At that point in 'the counting, Nelson held a

slim lead. But after detecting negative rolloff, that is, more votes

cast in the 'senate race th'an in the presidential\race, a votential

10,000+ vote error was -checked with the county clerk. The error was
)

found in the clerk's totals and Nelson's total was reduced to reflect
41.

correction of an addition error'in Madison. Kasten's lead was never

surrendered after the correction:

--:

n, A0

Discussion

While the networks and wire2services have combined to create NES,

Tiand these organizations use the NES data as their ',:official" returns on

election night, each has other means of making early projections on the

winner -of specific races at the national as well as regional and state

levels.

3.
NBC, for example, has an exitpolling organization which: is in the

field on election day to rapidly enable reporters and editors to analyze

voting in key races. The NBC News Polling and Elections Unit uses exit

poll results as a supplement to thel-base of data generated by NES as

part of its election night reporting. Each of the major networks.and

wire services has its own system for predicting the outcome by usIng
A'

selected sample precincts much in the same manner a preelection survey

would be conducted.
e' .

\, 04
- low<

A
The networks and wire services use the election data collected \b

NES in any fashion they choose, and thA members may report it in

22
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whatever form they desire at any time after the information is released

to members.

NES is a complex organization which seems essential-to election
,

returns dissemination. It provides a service for the citizen seeking to

learn the names of winners from a rapid add teliable source. While it

is unofficial, NES, like the organizations it represents, has

, important impact. on the election process) even before the 'election

occurs. Months before 4lections, criticarjudgments must be made about

races to'be covered'gnd candidates-to be listed and counted in each of

the races. These decisiona%aan often ma4 or break an upcoming minor

party candidacyespecially during prdmary election seasons such as

spring 1980. And of course, the ramifications of election night

coverage itself,vre important to the minor,parties which hope.for the

ftnational publicity to continue growth,of their organizations to a point

where they can compete with the two major parties in the nation.

Fpr mainly technical reasons, NES must eliminate names of certain

candidates. -For example, in Wisconsin, where there were ten candidates

r

for President on the official ballot, NES decided only to report the

totals of.fivelCarter, Reagan, Anderson, Commoner, 'and Clark. Computer

output format prevented reporting totals for all ten candidates. Thus,

as Brown and Hain cc:Include, NES has the task of deciding early in a race

on the "serious" candidates,for office. Thgy wrote:

In some-states the ease,of getting on the ballot as a
candidate for piesident or senator would sometimes require NES
to deal with up to a dozen presidential candidates if it were
not gelective: An increase in the number of vote totals
reported also increases likelihood of errors, especially
errors of transposition, and decreases the chances of accurate
reporting of the votes received by the candidates. likely to
win. Fdrthermore, reporting vote totals for minor party
candidates hampers the speed of ge entire reporting process,
one of the major demands on NES.

23.
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When NES does not report the totals of a candidate, such as one who is.
not on the ballot of all states, or even a large number of them, the

figures are collected and recorded by the state pools, and made

available to state media through the pools and the AP and UPI state wire 1

services. Brown and Hain c9nclude that this approach is logical, but

still is "one more important factor among many which bias the American

political system in favor of the-established contenders."29

NES state ballots go through a number of changes before the Board
A

of Managers arrive at final versions. Primary elections; naturally,

'have oke major influence on the ballot in each state.

Wisconsin primary, September 9, 1980, for example, a

Prior to the

draft ballot was

set, With no changes caused by the primary'results, #tentative ballot

was set which included nine presidential candidates, five senate

candidates, plus two to three candidatesn each ofthe nine

congresionar races. A revision, called the firm ballot.yas processed

in late September, adding a presidential candidate and modifying
4

affiliations of a senate candidate. The final ballot is also determined
9

in late September to permit time for printing of reporting form 30
On

this form,
V

the five major-rratidential candidates are listed in order

they will appear on the teletype and for computer coded circuits. The

input order for the'computer system is also includedby party--done in

early August by consensus Of the Board of Managers--for systematic

reporting from the field.

The NES system raises questions pertaining to influences on

reporting that elimination of return collection competition has caused. ,

Certainly the competitive dimension ot election reporting is not

gone-7it has simply shifted to projection.. But would competitive

24
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systems lead to improved speed and accuracy even beyond the level-
.

attained by NES? Study of potential and current gOvernment impact upon

reporting of election'returni must also be reviewed in the context of

the NES system and cbqrable pool systems at the state level. What

would standardization of the voting period nationwide, a proposal

r---receiving some attention, mean to return collection dissemination?,

"We should lqok ahead, to the development of new..election reporting

technology and its potential influences on vote reporting and

tabulation- -both officially and unofficially. How will this change

reporting for elections in.1982 and 1984 as well as subsequent majox
(b,

election years? Will new voting systems influence the process of

collecting and disseminat.ng returns?

ti

9
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Wis Pres 3,341 of 3,44e - prx
Garter D 957,301 - 44%.
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Anderson I 155,992 - 7%
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Commoner 2 7,651 -
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Presidential summary, 97% complete

5:02 a!m. (EST) November 5, 1980,

`_Wisconsin*benate summary

.

Wisconsin 6th District U.S. Housto

summary, 100% complete

9:37 a.m. (EST) November 5, 1980.
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County PP Aspir
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Pock 67 67 33,071
talwerth 41, 41 14,929.

Tetaf 239 939 126,331

11-5 1121

Canary
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19,049
33.131
25,533
16,938

95.960

Jackson
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599
825
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Wisconsin 1st District
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U.S. House county table,

100% complete

11:21 a.m. (EST)
November 5, 1980
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